Weekly Construction Blast
Dec 10th – Dec 15th

MUR Construction Activities:
- Begin forming OPO/Hoofers and connector structural deck (roof)
- Continue forming and pouring foundation walls north of Der Stiftskeller along the Terrace beer cooler
- Pour lifts 3 and 4 on West elevator shaft
- Pour West Wing footings for structural steel columns
- Continue foundation work along building separation line installing pile caps

MUR Construction Noise/Vibration:
- The majority of the construction noise will be the result of trucking and excavation associated with concrete work at OPO/Hoofers and along the building separation line near Der Stiftskeller. Noise from this and work along the shoreline should be expected on the Terrace.

Site Logistics/Key Closures:
- OPO/Hoofers will continue to operate from the Lake Lab and 5th floor offices
- Langdon St. continues as a ONE WAY, WESTBOUND street as a result of work associated with the Langdon St. Utility Project. Bicycle traffic will be maintained in both directions with a COUNTER FLOW BIKE LANE FOR EASTBOUND TRAFFIC.
- The central portion of the Shoreline will be closed until spring to complete shoreline rehabilitation project. The Terrace will remain open until the end of the season.
- Increased construction traffic should be expected for excavation and concrete work on Langdon and Park St.

Student Involvement:
- Student Construction Rep is attending bi-weekly construction Core Team meetings and monthly project sustainability meetings.
- Hoofers Council met last week regarding storage equipment for their clubs.

Looking Ahead
- Week of 12/17: Begin West Wing steel erection
- Week of 12/17: Complete West elevator shaft
- Week of 12/26: Begin maintenance area ramp work
- Week of 12/26: Begin underground utilities at the connector
- Week of 12/31: Begin installing underground plumbing at OPO/Hoofers
- Week of 1/14: Begin installing new stone for OPO/Hoofers enclosure

Shoreline Rehabilitation Project:
- Continue installation of new and refurbished limestone steps along the east portion of the shoreline project.
- Finish removing old limestone steps along the Terrace.
- Begin installing permanent cofferdam along the Terrace.

Neighboring construction projects:
- Langdon St. Utility Project (GREEN FENCING):
  - Excavation and Demolition of the steam tunnel will begin outside the Boldt Field Office this week. Increased congestion near the cross walk on Langdon St. from Library Mall should be expected.

Hoofers Walls Complete!

The attached photo on the next page shows the final wall pour for the new OPO/Hoofers space. This week, crews will be forming the structural deck that will serve as the roof for OPO/Hoofers and the portion of the Terrace north of the Union Theater. More photos to come!
Micropiles support the east side of the Memorial Union beneath Der Stiftskeller as crews excavate to install pile caps.

The final concrete pour for the north wall at OPO/Hoofers along the shoreline.